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By Therese Anne Fowler

St. Martin's Press, 2013. Hardcover. Condition: New. Dust Jacket Condition: New. 1st Edition. DJ is
protected in mylar.When beautiful, reckless Southern belle Zelda Sayre meets F. Scott Fitzgerald at
a country club dance in 1918, she is seventeen years old and he is a young army lieutenant
stationed in Alabama. Before long, the "ungettable" Zelda has fallen for him despite his
unsuitability: Scott isn't wealthy or prominent or even a Southerner, and keeps insisting, absurdly,
that his writing will bring him both fortune and fame. Her father is deeply unimpressed. But after
Scott sells his first novel, This Side of Paradise, to Scribner's, Zelda optimistically boards a train
north, to marry him in the vestry of St. Patrick's Cathedral and take the rest as it comes. What
comes, here at the dawn of the Jazz Age, is unimagined attention and success and celebrity that
will make Scott and Zelda legends in their own time. Everyone wants to meet the dashing young
author of the scandalous novel and his witty, perhaps even more scandalous wife. Zelda bobs her
hair, adopts daring new fashions, and revels in this wild new world. Each place they go becomes a
playground: New York City, Long...
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This created publication is wonderful. it absolutely was writtern extremely completely and beneficial. I discovered this publication from my dad and i
encouraged this publication to discover.
-- K r istina  K shler in DDS-- K r istina  K shler in DDS

Very useful to any or all group of folks. It really is rally interesting throgh reading through period of time. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr s. Dor r is Wintheiser-- Mr s. Dor r is Wintheiser
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